
Chat record 

GS: It is at the 'final tweaks' stage 

GS: Tomas - Edible Trees has been translated into Ukrainian as has Aranya's 'Permaculture Design. 

PL: this is the inspiration for you climate battery GH? 

PL: does the fig wasp "appear" when you have the mediterranean biotope or are you still reliant on 
parthenocarpic varieties, I wonder? 

JH: would be good to get his most successful plants. Pomegranate sp for example. Also love the 
inbuilt platform and shower. Feel you should add this Martin! 

JH: Get off the hamster wheel! You need to "cat"ch and carry yourself for a nap sometimes!! 

MC: Thank you! 

MC: Jerome was going to be having a live Q & A after but unfortunately is ill. His book "The Forest 
Garden Greenhouse" (Chelsea Green) is recommended. 

MC: Yes it is. 

MC: When is that book due out Christine? 

MC: Yes Jo I sometimes think that too but I'mm not sure I would have any time to use it! 

MC: Yes the next link from programme is not working (last minute change) 

KP: To Martin C and co- workers: I do not us the word fantastic very often....but I have to say...this 
conference has fullfilled all I wanted to know about agroforestry...and the way everything has 
run.....really fantastic. I am so glad I did not give in when 

RA: Christine - that sounds great! 

RA: Thanks Jerome - that was inspiring! 

RA: Ricardo seems to be in Jerome's presentation not his own! 

RA: I'm sure we all wish Jerome a good and speedy recovery. 

RA: Martin - I agree with Jo - I missed Monday because the bank holiday confused me, and I went to 
Nant y Bedd garden in Montmouthshire (open for the National Garden Scheme that day, but 
ordinarily open Fridays, Saturdays, and Sundays from July to September). 

TR: Chris and George, so great to hear that there will be a new PFAF book! 

ES: Please make your way to the programme tab to view the next session, 

ES: Please go back to the programme tab to view Ricardos presentation 

DR: The past week has been a reminder how little I know, how much more there is to discover & 
that there is a brilliant community of people to share the journey of discovery. 

CM: I agree! Amazing event! Sorry not to have engaged much as working in parallel on final details 
of new PFAF book 'Plants for your Food Forest' featuring 500 plants - out soon! 

 


